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Claw marks can be good or bad.  They can be a scar or a reminder. Say for instance you have an amorous 

lover and you’re going at it wild style like a pack of hungry wolves, and they’re scratching your shoulders to 

death, that’s the good kind of claw marks.  But if you’re the pack mate of an alpha werewolf and another 

alpha male werewolf has scratched your face with his claws, that the bad kind of claw marks. 

The female before me is touching her face, where claw marks were just left on her skin. I watch her take her 

fingers away from the pink marks.  She grins back at the other male in the room with us. It’s not exactly a 

friendly grin. He’s panting and has more than a fare sheen of sweat covering him.  He threw off his t-shirt 

awhile ago because it was sticking to him with a big sweat patch down his chest. 

“Really? You can’t even draw blood and you call yourself an alpha.” Bg taunts the brunette not taking her 

eyes off him.  

I look back at Addison, there is no way he’s going to let that slide. Addison loves a good tussle. I look back 

at the smaller, black haired female. The tension in the room is mounting, as they both size each other up.  

“I don’t see no marks on this werewolf.” He says flippantly putting his arms out wide.  

“Maybe you’re not worth marking.” She pants as they move around each other and start circling themselves 

back in.   



 “Is that supposed to hurt me?” He chuckles wiping the back of his hand over his mouth.  They lunge 

towards each other grinning. 

“No, but I’m going to.” Another, all too familiar voice says as Addison and Bg pull up short of each other 

and suddenly straighten up and turn to face the expected but forgotten visitor.  Bg’s pack mate and our pack 

leader, Paris D’arenberg.  A large unit. Addison immediately drops his head to look at the ground and takes 

two steps back from Bg. 

“Alpha.” He says softly. 

“What the hell is this?” He looks from Addison and Bg in the center of the room to me.  “Do I need to repeat 

myself?” He yells loudly at me and before I know what’s coming, grabs the back of my blonde hair and 

yanks my head back, so that my head is pulled back and my face is under his, my throat utterly exposed. 

Paris doesn’t get physical with me. Ever. 

“Jules I’m loosing my fucking patience, and you know what happens then?” Paris growls angrily at me 

tightening his grip on my hair, so it pulls at my scalp painfully. 

“Apologies alpha, we were just uh, play fighting.” I blurt out quickly. 

“Play fighting?” Paris repeats 

“You know, sparring.” I say quickly as I feel something sharp press into the skin of my throat.  The tips of 

his werewolf claws.   “Awarding points to the wolf who gets the most hits in.” 

“Sparring with my pack mate? Hitting my pack mate? I don’t fucking think so.” He seethes at me, pressing 

the tips of those claws into me. “I do not leave the duty of care of my pack mate to you, for you, to scar her 

face or play fight with. You’re getting to comfortable around her and forgetting your place.” Paris says in a 

low angry voice and I wonder if there is anything I can say to placate him or leave this situation any better 

than he found it. 

“Julian didn’t mean anything by that,” Addison says quickly coming to my defense.  I know he’ll fight for 

me. He’s a good friend. Too good a friend for me.  

“Paris, please, it’s not Jules fault,” I can see him turn his head towards Bg. 

“Leave us, now!” He barks at Bg, another not good sign.  He never yells at her. I can see her suddenly 

gathering her stuff and leaving the room. “Not you.” He says at Addison.  “I’m going to deal with you after 

I’m done here.” 

“Look, I’ll take it, for both of us. Just let Jules up,” Addison continues on quickly. Ever the smooth talker 

and wheeler and dealer. Oh shit.  Pissing off my pack leader and long time friend, is not a usual occurrence 

for me.  

“Nice fucking try but you both need to learn a lesson here.” Paris replies back at him.  “What was the final 

score?” Paris asks me still holding me in the awkward and sharp position of being pulled half backwards.  I 

want to grab his arm to hold on, but that would be a sign of weakness. And werewolves are not weak, 

especially around other alphas and the pack leader. 

“What?” I wonder if I’ve heard him right. 

“You were the scoring them right, giving them points for hits. So what was the final score?” He growls 

yanking at my hair and I wince. 

“4 - 3, Bg.” I reply quickly.   



I can see Paris’s mouth curl up into a smile and then I see how much trouble I’m in, his fangs are showing 

through.  Shit, shit shit. I hope he doesn’t rip my fucking throat out.  Paris is overly protective of Bg and I’m 

supposed to be one of her bodyguards, not her playmate and friend when I’m on roster to look out after her. 

“That’s my girl.” He replies and I feel the tips of his claws pull back and off my skin and I let out a heavy 

breath I never knew I was even holding. Which is stupid really, because I’ve been a part of the Manhattan 

Maen werewolf pack long enough to know Paris better than this.  I’ve been in the hierarchy long enough to 

know that shit like this always gets punished.  But it doesn’t occur to me to think about this happening to me, 

until it’s too late. 

“You sanction anymore fights with my pack mate without my permission and I’ll start peeling your skin off 

you. Inch by inch.” He growls.  

Werewolf claws rake down the soft skin of my throat like lightening racing across my skin.  I scream out 

loud unable to stop myself.  My eyes water instantly and the imagery of Addison moving towards us is 

blurred as tears well in my eyes. Paris lets go of my hair and I fall straight down onto my back with the loss 

of his hold on me. My hands go to my bleeding throat but it all hurts and I drop them off it, moaning as I 

writhe on the floor.  Being a werewolf does not mean you do not feel pain, physically or emotionally. 

“Now, you.” He says turning to Addison. 
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When I get home, I still haven’t quite gotten over the shock of Paris scaring my throat with his claws. It still 

stings, but I’ll shift later and it’ll heal just fine.  After receiving my reprimand I just wanted to get the hell 

out of there.  I can’t think of any other time I’ve received so severe a reprimand or physical one from Paris. 

Another male werewolf walks out into the hallway, he’s dressed like a rockabilly male from the 50’s, its a 

look that totally suits him. I look over at him and I know he sees the claw marks instantly. They’re pretty 

obvious along with the blood down the front of my top. I checked them out in the car mirror, they’re angry 

red lines that look like they’re swelling at the edges down my throat. 

“What the hell?” Zhane says softly and marches towards me.   

Zhane’s as tall as me, but a bigger, build. He’s dark to my light colorings.  Italian male, through and through. 

Lots of nice dark black chest hair, facial roughage, Sicilian.  “Show me.” He says as I gingerly lift my chin 

up. It stretches the scarred skin and I moan a little as I grit my teeth together.  “Addison?” He asks me as I 

lower my chin again and grimace at the feeling of the skin pulling and moving.  Of course he’d ask if it was 

Addison, I push past him, heading for the bathroom.  He thinks I’m trying to land Addison just because we 

work closely together.  

“Julian!” Zhane calls out to me.  “Tell me how you got that or I’m going to think the worst, like Addison and 

you playing some sort of sex game.” I can hear him following me as I walk into the bathroom. 

“Jesus Christ will you drop the Addison sex scenario please.” I start undressing and undo my pants.  “It’s 

becoming a little old.” Zhane doesn’t look pretty like Addison and I think he feels insecure because of that.  

Like he can’t figure out why I’m with him.  I think his style makes him handsome. Zhane walks into the 

bathroom and reaches straight into my pants and wraps a hand tightly around my cock, pushing me back 

against the tiled wall behind me.  “What is this?” I ask him looking him in the eye.  My cock is hardening in 

his hand. 



“I know how much you would fuck that guy in a heart beat if he said yes to it.” Zhane starts “And that you’re 

only with me because you can’t land him.”  I sigh and put my hands on his face.  

“That’s not why I’m with you.” I say softly and move towards his mouth.  Kissing the day away would be a 

damn good start to it.  Zhane pulls back, before I can get anywhere near his mouth. 

“You always do that.” 

“What? Kiss you? As I recall, you rather like that.” I reply flippantly. He tightens his handgrip on my cock 

and I pull a face. 

“You try physical distraction over actual talking to me.” 

“Last time we really talked, I was honest as hell with you about how I feel about Addison and you’ve been 

using it to hang over my head ever since we started this relationship.” I fire back at him, angry now.  His 

eyes widen and I reach down and pull his hand off my cock and chest bump him out of my way so I have 

room to strip completely. “It wasn’t Addison,” I say turning on the shower taps.  “It was Paris and before you 

even ask, no I do not have a thing for him, I am not attracted to him, and it was in no fucking way a sex 

game that lead to this.” I say angrily pointing to the claw mark before stepping under the spray of the 

shower. 
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I feel Zhane’s lips on my back shoulder blades as water runs over me.  “I’m sorry.” He mutters, resting his 

hands on my hips.  I let out another breath and slick my hair back off my face.  “What I should have asked 

was if you were okay or needed help shifting or something like that.”  

His thumbs start kneading my glutes and I close my eyes, enjoying his touch, pressing into my muscles. 

That’s the thing about Zhane; he knows exactly how to relax me, like in an instant.  He figured out all my 

triggers in no time at all. It’s kind of scary really, to feel so fucking vulnerable to someone with that much 

trust.  I’m not good with trust.   I never have been. It takes a lot to get it from me; I’m a serious hard case 

when someone wants it.  And only a handful of wolves have it from me.  Paris is one those wolves, which 

makes what happened today so much worse for me. 

And I’m trying to do this relationship thing with Zhane.  I’m just not used to it. He’s done relationships 

before.  I’m aware that I have issues.  That’s why no relationships for me until now.  I let out another breath 

and my shoulders drop loosing some tension.  Zhane said he could handle it, handle me that’s why I agreed 

to try this with him. 

I reach behind me for him and run my hand up his leg. “Shift with me?”  

“Of course.” He says kissing the top of my shoulder.   

I turn off the shower taps and turn to face him. “Fuck me.” I demand and his mouth mashes onto mine.   

“Always.”  He breathes and then is pushing his wet, hair chest of muscle into me and I’m running my fingers 

through the trails of black over the muscles there. We pull back and he takes my hand, intending I guess, to 

take me to the bedroom so we can have sex.  I pull him back to me. 

“Here.” I say and we look at the steel basin that comes out from the mirrored wall in the bathroom.  

“What are you thinking?” Zhane asks me. 



“Me in front, holding the edges, you taking my ass, both of us getting off on watching ourselves in the 

mirror.” I reply back at him.   

Zhane smiles. “Nice.”  

We walk over to the basin and Zhane turns me around first. I’m a little surprised, as he knows when I need a 

good ass fucking that I need it then and there. He kneels down before me and cupping by balls gently slides 

his mouth openly over my cock head, I don’t feel his throat until he’s past that ridge and then he’s moving 

slowly, back and forth over my length, taking his time to give me head.  I put my hand at the back of his 

head and gently keep a little pressure there, so he can have the assurance of me with him. This might be his 

way of saying sorry for being a douche. 

His fingers wrap around my cock and he begins to pull and move his mouth at the same time as I start to 

slide in and out of his mouth. Occasionally touching my ball sack gently he keeps his head bobbing back and 

forth as my hips move a little, more tension leaves my body as he works me in his mouth, before slowly 

pulling back and silently standing up to direct me to the basin again. I look at him with want. Yeah, I know, 

it’s just a bit of foreplay but I need release here. 

I lean down and put my hands shoulder width apart, spreading my legs, assuming the position that is best for 

Zhane to mount my ass. He slides his fingers down the crevice of my behind. “Need lube.” I mutter. 

“Should be some in that drawer” He says pulling the top drawer under the basin out, Zhane grabs the 

condom packet in the drawer and opens it up first, sliding it down his cock before he grabs a bottle of lube 

and dips his fingers into it and coats two fingers, before starting to grease up my rear, just pressing at my 

ring, but not penetrating it. 

His other hand keeps kneading my ass muscle rather than touching my cock.  He knows exactly how to work 

me over.  I can feel my muscles slowly relaxing throughout my body and when my ring finally relaxes, he 

pushes those two lubed fingers into me slowly.   

“Yes.” I groan. 

He moves those fingers, scissoring them inside me.  His fingers leave me and I feel the press of his cock, 

moving to be inside me. “I’ll promise you’ll get what you need.” Zhane mutters as he slips past the ring of 

muscle and slips right inside me, till his balls hit my ass. I love hearing him say that when he’s topping me. 

Zhane grabs my hips and slowly starts to move, when he damn well knows I want hard and fast.  I can see 

him watching his cock go in and out of my ass.  He begins to pick up the pace, thrusting into me and running 

a hand up my back, I watch him in the mirror as that hand slides under my arm and up to my throat, to wrap 

around my claw marked throat. Grabbing it tightly while he keeps getting faster and faster, using one hand 

on my hip to pull me onto him.  I try not to wince as he grips my throat, because this is how I like it. This is 

how we fuck.  Like alpha and beta werewolves should. Dominance over submission.   

“Oh Jesus, I’m sorry,” He says starting to move his hand off my throat. But I grab it and put it back there, 

and hold it to the claw marked skin.  Ignoring the small pain on the raw flesh. I want to feel him, marking me 

inside and out.   

“Fuck me.” I growl and reach for my own cock, jerking it back and forth as Zhane starts hitting my ass hard, 

scraping over my prostrate with each deep, powerful thrust. My hand action speeds up and I see Zhane 

watching me jack myself while he’s pumping me from behind.  My spare hand leaves the basin and I start 

touching the sensitive skin near my cock that I’ve waxed away.  Yeah, I like hair on men, just not me.  I look 

up and see Zhane looking back at me in the mirror and my pressure on my cock builds and my hand action 

gets quicker as we both enjoy watching ourselves together.  



I stop jerking off and hold my cock as the pressure on my prostrate becomes sensationalized and I feel 

myself ready to come.  Zhane moans as I start coming over my hand and onto the bench and everywhere. 

“Oh yes,” He grits his teeth and comes pumping himself into the condom in my ass.  We stay there 

momentarily to catch a breath, before he attempts to pull out of me. 

“Honey.” He pants sliding his hands to my hips.  I look back over my shoulder. 

“What?”  

“I can’t pull out.”  This is has actually happened to us a few times, almost every second time Zhane has 

topped me.  His cock head swells so much that it plugs my ass so to speak and we have to wait for his cock 

to calm the fuck down before he can slide out of me.  It’s actually a very wolf like thing to happen. Which 

makes me wonder if his werewolf and mine are trying to tell him and I something, like we are meant to be 

mating together forever. 

I let out a small laugh. 

“You ass loves my cock.” He grins back at me and leans his chest against my back. Normally I’m the top. 

“Let’s shift like this.” He suggests. I look back at him in the mirror. “Just like this, me inside you, wonder 

what that would be like.” He kisses my shoulder. 

“Okay.” I find myself saying. 
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We’ve never shape shifted to our tribal form like this before.  Usually what happens is we either shape shift 

individually or we jerk off until the orgasm is so fucking powerful, it starts the shift or we fuck until we’re 

both about to come and then whoever is topping pulls out and stands, hands and knees over the other one, 

and shifts as they come.  Shape shifting in close proximity to another familiar werewolf, usually makes the 

shape shifting fast for both werewolves. 

I’ve seen Paris fuck Bg into a shape shift when I was look-out for them one time in the woods, while they 

had a midnight romp.  It was pretty spectacular actually.  So this shouldn’t be too hard to do, other than 

we’ve already used up the orgasm as our automatic lead in. Or have we? If Zhane’s still rock hard inside me, 

then he should still be able to fuck me. Again.  I’m an alpha I know I have the abilities to lead this shift into 

happening. 

I’m beginning to like this plan a lot. Zhane seems to think the same thing and starts thrusting again. My 

prostate has already been sensitized from our first round of fucking and now I find not moving or touching 

my mate, damn near frustrating. I want more to go with the quick build up of pleasure that keeps rising and 

spiking through out my skin. 

“Come on Jules,” He mutters softly and my cock springs to life, like it has a second wind and He slips a hand 

around to it and starts moving it in his grip.  

“I can’t take it,” My entire body is electrified because we’ve already done this once and all those sensations 

and feelings have not had time to calm down and fade away again. “What you do to me.”  I mutter between 

clenched teeth that are cracking and shifting to werewolf fangs. 

Zhane sees the change in my facial structure happen and his hips start working like they’re on auto pilot and 

the other hand goes back to my claw marked throat wrapping around it and digging his fingers into the side 

of it.  The pleasure of pain causes me to come quickly again in a short rapid bursts and my shift follows 



through quickly and I see Zhane's hand become a paw across fur, I get to cry out at the sensation of his cock 

lengthening inside me as our bodies begin their transformation to our fury werewolf counterparts.  His cock 

slips out of me as my rear becomes an even more muscular fur covered rump. 

Within thirty seconds, there is nothing of Julian Teehlan left behind in that bathroom, except the scent of his 

sex in the air, and his clothes on the bathroom floor.  There are two werewolves, one grey and white with 

blonde streaks, and the other black fur clad wolf who drops his two front feet to the floor. Before lifting his 

head and inserting his nose into my rear again and licking at it quickly with his rough pink tongue. 

I like shape shifting with Zhane. I’ve never really had a pack mate to shape shift with in private or in public 

for that matter.  Normally I’m encased somewhere in some seedy, lusty atmosphere that is enough to seep 

through my human skin and tickle at the werewolf needing it underneath me.  I’ve shifted in group settings 

and alone without problem.  But it’s not like shape shifting with a pack mate. There is a whole other level of 

intimacy and uniqueness about it.   

This is something I have been missing all this time I’ve been a werewolf, all my life. 
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Shape shifts generally don’t last long if the body doesn’t need them to last long.  Shifting forms, helps with 

healing injuries and doing a proper full shape shift, as opposed to a partial shift or fast shape shift, work far 

better on the body if you do them regularly then not.  I could have done a partial shape shift to heal the 

gauged claw marks on my throat, but I’m not a fan of the side affects.  Zhane on the other hand, a perfectly 

healthy, male Manhattan Maen werewolf did not have to shape shift at all. He had no cause to other than to 

support me and help make the process the easiest it could be on me. 

It’s kind of like lending your healing energy to another wolf.  This is what makes him such a great boyfriend.  

That and when I come to again, forty minutes later, I find myself in our bed.  I roll onto my side and come 

face to face with Zhane.   

“You’re the best.” I mutter at him tiredly.   

Sometime during the past forty minutes he’s shape shift ended and he reverted back to his human form.  And 

in doing so, he picked up my werewolf form, which has to weigh at least 120 pounds, and carried it back to 

the bed.  My werewolf self might not mind where I lay and sleep.  But the Julian Teehlan part of me, does 

mind, very much.  I love my Egyptian thread count cotton sheets very much, thank you. 

“You’re welcome,” Zhane says brushing my blonde hair out of my eyes and across my face.  I get it, he feels 

guilty about what happened when I came home.  His eyes divert to my throat and look it over, just habit, to 

check that its all healed as should be. 

“How do I look?” I ask lengthening my throat for him. 

“Gorgeous.” Zhane replies with a smirk.  “All good.”  

I lower my face and look directly at him. “Shows you what you know.” I reach for him and pulling him 

closer to me. Lacing my fingers through his chest hair. 

“Want to talk about how you go those claw marks from our pack leader?” Zhane asks softly.  I sigh, I don’t 

want to but Zhane is all about the talking thing between us and I know that more I don’t do it, the more I 

fuck us up and I don’t want to do that. 



“Addison,” I see his eyes harden instantly “Relax,” I say putting a hand up in surrender “Addison and I were 

on Bg’s personal guard detail today and I dunno, we just got a little bored waiting for Paris to get to us and 

Addison made some remark, Bg replied to it and then next thing you know, we’re playing UFC fighter in 

Bg’s house.” Zhane raises his eyebrows in amusement. “And so they were fighting each other and so I 

decided to score them for most body blows and blood and all that.  It was just meant to be fun.” 

“Oh no.” Zhane says watching me.  “Werewolves play fighting, yeah, can’t see how that could possibly go 

wrong.” 

“Or you could, you know, look at it like two alphas werewolves against a beta werewolf.” I add on to make 

the situation sound more accurate. “Two male alphas fighting a female.”  

“You joined in?” He asks surprised by this revelation. 

“Maybe a little bit.” I admit.  “I tried to stay neutral though.” 

“And Paris didn’t see it that way.” 

“Uh no.  He walked in after Addison had scratched Bg’s face with claws.”  I replied sliding my palms down 

to Zhane’s nipples. He let out a small moan as I rolled them under my hands. 

“Even I would have said not the face.” Zhane says watching me play with his chest.   

“I love this chest.” I mutter distracted by the hair covering the muscled grooves of it.  My eyes flick up to see 

his dark eyes looking at me dreamily.  Zhane pulls me up to his mouth. 

“Finish the story.” 

I sigh heavily.  “Why, you know what happens next - I get taught a lesson in playing with the alpha’s pack 

mate as opposed to looking after her, which actually is my job.” 

“Seems a bit severe.” 

“Come on, it’s Paris, and Bg we’re talking about.  I should have known better. I do know better.” I reply 

resting my head against his chest.  Paris has never been in love before he met Bg. She’s his everything. 

“I guess.” Zhane says softly.  He doesn’t really get it. I mean, he’s part of the same pack as me, the 

Manhattan Maen.  But Zhane works under Wiatt, Paris’s younger brother.  He’s not part of our hierarchy.  

It’s like we’re both in the same company but working on different teams within that company.  And he hates 

the company star quarterback, Addison. My phone rings and I reach for it behind me.  I glance at the screen 

and back at Zhane.  “Who is it?” he asks and then I press the phone and answer the call. 

“Hey Addison,” 

Zhane sighs heavily and rolls away from me and out of the bed.  “No I’m fine.” I reply back at him and 

watch as Zhane finds his clothes.  “You?” I ask as Zhane pulls on jeans.  “Good.  No it’s fine, now’s a good 

a time as any.” I say as Zhane shakes his head and pulls out a shirt from the dresser draw and closes it before 

leaving me alone in the bedroom.  Seriously, he has to just let it go. 
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After the call I feel the need to get out of the house.   Zhane is upset with me, anytime I have with Addison 

and not him, he hates. I walk through Manhattan and find myself heading to the werewolf in questions 

apartment.  I didn’t tell Zhane I have a spare key to Addison’s place. Imagine if I did, he’d be unbearable.  

So telling him that the thing I do with Addison when I’m stressed would make him loose it.   



My stress release is that I go to Addison’s place and curl up at the foot of his bed. Addison’s never 

questioned me on it. He just lets me do it.  It’s like he knows I need it.  And I’m ever so grateful for that 

from my friend.  That’s why I love Addison.  He has a huge heart that looks after everyone around him. I 

never remark on it either, I just leave in the morning and we go on as normal. It’s not a sexual thing. It’s a 

comfort. I pull out the spare key and look at it my palm.  I close my fingers over it and put it back in my 

pocket.  I’m very used to coming and going in Addison’s place as I please.  I’ve been doing it for years and I 

haven’t been able to break the habit, but then again, I haven’t wanted to.   That’s why I sleep over at 

Addison’s. I mean I spend more time at his place than I do my own.  

Looking up, I look at the moon in the night sky.  There is a wilderness to being a werewolf. We wrestle with 

many things and have to function in two bodies. So making sense of things as a werewolf while being a 

human, can get tricky. “Maybe I should talk to you about getting out of this emotional wilderness. Before I 

end up with more claw marks.”  I start walking again.   

I haven’t told Zhane that I can’t handle being alone. Like big time, can’t handle being alone. That I was 

abandoned as a pup and it not only wounded me deeply, it shaped me. And now I don’t feel like I can.   

 

More stories on Jules Teehlan can be found the blog A Werewolf Blog in Brooklyn 

http://altijdbreukelen.wordpress.com 
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Red White and Werewolf 

A podcast series and novel 

The free prequel podcast can be found on www.itunes.com and www.sticherradio.com and 

www.talkshoe.com 

The day before her twenty ninth birthday Bg Sommers is kidnapped before the eyes of her pack mate lover 

Paris D’arenberg. 

Awaking far from her home in Brooklyn New York, Bg finds herself in unfamiliar surroundings two other 

kidnapped werewolves, Phelan and Thane Cavello, alpha werewolf males. Together with the werewolves, 

must work together to escape being hunted, by a powerfully terrifying, relentless enemy. Even if it means, 

disobeying werewolf pack laws and territory lines. 

 

Together Phelan, Thane and Bg try to work through their differences. But Bg finds the risks of being around 

the Cavello’s is far greater than first thought. A connection between the three werewolves, threatens to do 

more damage to Bg and her life, than she could have ever imagined.  

Uncovering the meaning of the three werewolves connection will mean confronting her past, to reclaim her 

future especially if she is to have one with Paris. 

 

Wolves At The Door 

The werewolf across the hall from Hooper Parish’s place is hot. So damn hot that Hooper can’t help but pay 

attention to him so badly that all he wants to do is submit to the Alpha werewolf, Thane Cavello. 

But Hooper has issues. One; he hates werewolves, two; he hates werewolf packs, three; he hates lycans and 

four; he hates himself because he is a lycan.  Made by a werewolf after an attack, seventeen years ago.  Can 

he learn to love himself enough to be loved in return? Do you let the wolf that you are define you or the one 

you could be?  

Falling for Thane was always going to be a challenge and a complicating one at that for Hooper to work out. 

Add families from both sides of each male to the mix, and secrets are going to get exposed, and love will 

challenge loyalty because of it.  Who do these wolves trust, when it can’t be their own kind and their hearts 

know no better?  Leaving Hooper with another issue to add to his list; like what does he want out of his lycan 

life, a pack mate, love, or family? 

 

Wolves 



Tatum Lee is a lycan. She knows it. She can’t help but not know it, because it seems everyone is always 

reminding her of it.   

Being a lycan isn’t exactly a title you wear with pride, far from it.  In New York City, home to the 

Manhattan Maen werewolf pack, it’s the last thing she wants to announce upon her arrival there.  Tatum just 

wants to be left alone.  But it seems that isn’t going to happen. 

Especially when she captures the attention of Wiatt D’arenberg, enforcer for the Manhattan Maen pack. It’s 

Wiatt’s job to ensure there are no lycan in the Manhattan Maen’s territory, including Tatum.  But once she’s 

on his radar, he can’t seem to get her off it. 

Having an untrained, lycan in his territory, on a lunar week means it’s up to Wiatt to ensure she’s not a 

danger to his pack or the public, and that means taming her.  If he can tame his feelings towards the wolf 

he’s not supposed to want, first. 

 

Wolves Love 

Werewolves are real. Tatum Lee knows that only too well. Ever since she was attacked by one and infected 

with lycanthropy.  But werewolves do not like lycans. Humans who have been turned into wolves, not born a 

werewolf.  Tatum has had more than her share of experiencing their dislike of her kind. 

There are many werewolves in New York City, pack werewolves.  Luckily she has Wiatt D’arenberg, a more 

than friendly Manhattan Maen werewolf to help her out.  As Tatum adjusts to life in Manhattan with Wiatt, 

she slowly glimpses more of the werewolf pack culture.  

She finds herself put in a position of expectation with their law and ways without little thought for herself. 

But if it means living and loving Wiatt, then she is willing to do that. Except, there are other wolves who do 

not believe lycans and werewolves should mix and will see to it that Wiatt and Tatum are torn apart. 

Literally if necessary.  

Tatum finds herself in a hard position that might just tear her and Wiatt apart first, before anyone else can get 

to them. How can they stay together with so many factors are trying to drive them apart? 

Werewolf love is hard.  But werewolves love even harder. 

 

 

Shadow Aspect - Book 1 

Katelyn Phoenix leads a low life. She’s never had a life full of privilege, prominence or affluence. But she’s 

always been able to see the truth in other people, it’s always been her gift.  

Because Katelyn’s not your average human female. She’s a truth-sayer and being one of those is rare and 

highly, valuable if you want to commit personal espionage on others. 

Katelyn’s never had a problem with what she does, it’s not for her to question the ethics of it.  Because 

nobody ever questions her, when she gets them what they want to extort over others. If they’re willing to pay 

the right price for her services. 

Tarin Armadel is more than willing to pay the price for hiring Katelyn Phoenix. Because in the supernatural 

world of Melbourne, Australia, Tarin’s not what he seems at first glance either. He comes from the shadows 



of a cold Melbourne night, to make a proposition to Katelyn that’s too good to refuse.  Especially when it 

involves the mysterious, Tarin in it.  

Katelyn finds herself entering the supernatural world she’s only ever been on the fringes of before, and 

falling deeper and deeper for Tarin in the process. But she’s unable to read Tarin, which is something of 

blessing and a burden. How is she supposed to know what she’s getting into with him?  He’s everything 

she’s never had before in her life and there’s probably a very good reason for that.  If only she could get to 

the bottom of the truth to find out before its’ too late. 

 

Shadow Games - Book 2 

Katelyn Phoenix leads a low life. She’s never had a life full of privilege, prominence or affluence. But she’s 

always been able to see the truth in other people, it’s always been her gift. Because Katelyn’s not your 

average human female. She’s a truth-sayer and being one of those is rare and highly, valuable if you want to 

commit personal espionage on others. 

Katelyn’s never had a problem with what she does, it’s not for her to question the ethics of it.  Because 

nobody ever questions her, when she gets them what they want to extort over others. If they’re willing to pay 

the right price for her services. 

Tarin Armadel is more than willing to pay the price for hiring Katelyn Phoenix. Because in the supernatural 

world of Melbourne, Australia, Tarin’s not what he seems at first glance either. He comes from the shadows 

of a cold Melbourne night, to make a proposition to Katelyn that’s too good to refuse.  Especially when it 

involves the mysterious, Tarin in it.  

Katelyn finds herself entering the supernatural world she’s only ever been on the fringes of before, and 

falling deeper, and deeper for Tarin in the process. But she’s unable to read Tarin, which is something of 

blessing and a burden. How is she supposed to know what she’s getting into with him?  He’s everything 

she’s never had before in her life and there’s probably a very good reason for that.  If only she could get to 

the bottom of the truth to find out before its’ too late. 

 

Shadow Boxing - Book 3 

Who knew falling in love with a demon could be so hard on the heart?  Katelyn Phoenix sure didn’t when 

she met shadow demon, Tarin Armadel.   

Katelyn has always lead a low life. She’s never had a life full of privilege, prominence or affluence. But 

she’s always been able to see the truth in other people, it’s always been her gift.  

Because Katelyn’s not your average human female. She’s a truth-sayer and being one of those is rare and 

highly, valuable if you want to commit personal espionage on others. Especially when you want to target 

paranormal beings. 

After a failed murder attempt on her life, vampires and bounty hunters chasing her, a unicorn assassin 

targeting her, Katelyn could do with a lucky break. Pitty the truth-sayer god, Asha whom she is the vessel 

for, has decided the same thing and left Katleyn to fend for herself and her heart, with Tarin.   

Without her truth-sayer abilities how does Katelyn know if she can trust her demon lover?  Especially when 

it looks like he’d willingly pair up with his enemies, to enslave Katelyn for his own purposes. 



But before Katelyn can  work our her feelings on the matter, there is the issue of finding out who’s after 

them and why.   

Katelyn and Tarin must face more than their enemies together.  They must face up to what they mean to one 

another, in order to save what they have, together. 

 

Werewolf Storm  

I guess you could say I was having the day from hell.   

Well, it didn’t exactly start out that way, and I may have caused a little of the trouble myself, when I 

managed to ditch the protective detail of werewolf bodyguards who were assigned to me. But beyond that, 

the rest of my day, was well and truly outside of my control.  Which was a bit like my life as a Breukelen 

pack werewolf. 

Meeting shape shifting doctor, Megan Marisini from the Neiwe Teme Pack in New Jersey, New York, kind 

of blew my mind well and truly open.  Nothing like discovery you’re not who you thought you were for your 

whole life, to change your day. That and say a super storm. I didn’t know about the warnings and couldn’t 

evacuate in time to before the storm hit and tilted my world on an axis I never saw coming. 

 

Alpha 

Bodil Sommers has never been one for attention, but as the lunar week approaches and the moon rises high 

in the night sky, she’s going to get a lot of it, from various werewolf males.  Doesn’t help if you’re the 

leading pack alpha’s daughter and every werewolf in the tri-state area wants a piece of you.  And not 

necessarily in a good way.   

Two of the males pursuing her are from her own pack and proving more than a enough to keep up with. Nick 

Olsen an alpha and Boden Jennings a beta werewolf who are always fighting one another.  They’re supposed 

to be the better option, than giving herself over to another pack’s alpha male or having to win her right to 

date, through dominance fighting.  

But Bodil finds her paws full when neither male will back down and she can’t figure out what she wants, let 

alone who she wants, as well as having to stop an impending turf war with another werewolf pack, all before 

full moon.  Who new dating was so complicated? 

New York, leave it to the wolves. 

 

Beasts of Burden  

A Side Show Story related to the full length novel The Nature of the Beast   

Bg Sommers is in Seattle to catch up with her good friend, and fellow beta werewolf, Sonny Charleston.  As 

usual, a night out on the town wouldn’t be a night out if trouble didn’t follow them and bring Bg more 

attention than she can handle. When the dangerous looking alpha werewolf, Paris D’arenberg sets his sights 

on her. 



Bg’s heart knows it’s in trouble, even before the end of the night.  As thoughts of her relationship with her 

pack mate Conall Wakely back home fade, she realizes her heart is willing to be taken and not by just 

anyone.   

Returning home to Brooklyn after her mind opening weekend away, Bg comes face to face with all aspects 

and werewolves, of her love life.  In order for her to find true happiness, she has to make some personal 

decisions about it and risk herself in the process.   

Is she a fearlessness werewolf to truly try and unburden the beast that is her werewolf heart? Conflicted she 

must conquer what her heart truly desires and understand that it is okay to seek love and to love fully. 

 

Wild Life 

Addison Harrington is used to leading a pretty wild life.  After all, you don’t get to be a werewolf and be 

normal, as such.  As an alpha werewolf and second in command of the Manhattan Maen werewolf pack, he’s 

very much used to living the werewolf way of life.  He’s up to his neck in werewolves, daily, nightly and at 

all times. 

So when he finds himself face to face with Cassidy Owens, a non-werewolf female at a pack party, he 

becomes a little intrigued in the human species. Even if he is somewhat unsure of what to do, other than have 

some fun.  But can he have fun with a human woman? His version of fun? After all, Addison’s never been 

one for human companions, or relations as such.   

As the lunar week approaches, Addison finds himself drawn to Cassidy. But his werewolf lifestyle could 

spell trouble, for the both of them. Before Addison can figure out how to break it off with Cassidy, she is 

dragged, kicking and screaming into the werewolf world at large.  Addison finds he must save Cassidy as 

much as he must save himself by confronting his own feelings for a human. Feelings he thought he’d never 

have. 

 

Bleeding Hearts 

Not all Werewolf packs are equal, and not all werewolves are equal either. Doll and Jeremy are 'strays', 

werewolves without a pack. They witnessed the decimation of their pack by a pack of Alpha werewolves. 

After escaping their imprisonment, they find themselves far away on the other side of the country, the shores 

of the Pacific, amongst the Seattle Alki Pack. 

Can these two young strays overcome their fears of alpha wolves to forge a new life with new pack-mates?  

And when an old enemy reappears to claim them, will the trust in their new pack be stronger than their need 

to flee? Will the Seattle Alki help them fight for their very lives? Or leave them broken hearted, bloodied and 

torn apart, for the wolves? 

 

Lunar Night Stand  

A Side Show Story related to the full length novel The Pack.   

Gabby Colton is cool, calm and very collected, most of the time, she has to be, she’s an alpha werewolf from 

the Manhattan Maen werewolf pack. Which means living by expectations and pack rules and standards.  But 



having Conall Wakely turn up unexpectedly on her doorstep during a lunar week, throws the alpha female. 

But then Gabby sees an opportunity worth taking.   

There is history between Conall and Gabby and it isn’t at all good.  So what good could come from these two 

meeting up without anyone to pull them apart? Then again, Conall Wakely’s never been a model good guy.  

So why not indulge in his bad boy behavior? Besides, what’s the worst an alpha female werewolf could 

possibly do to him, other than break his balls? 

This is what happens when young Breukelen beta werewolf, Conall Wakely decides to pay a house visit to 

Manhattan Maen’s fiercest alpha female, Gabby Colton.  

 

The Pack 

On an irregular lunar week in Manhattan New York, odd things are happening. The Werewolves of New 

York City are acting up. And it seems everyone is affected, even Manhattan Maen pack leader, Paris 

D'arenberg.  

But does Paris see the chaos around him or is he used to it? His pack mate Bg tries to warn him that 

something is coming. But what would be brave enough to come for an alpha werewolf? Especially a pack 

leader like Paris. Or is Paris not the real target of these strange events? As the lunar week unfolds, Bg and 

the Manhattan Maen werewolf pack will have to face something unexpected and unprecedented happening to 

them. Which will require making the hardest decision of Bg's life. How can her love for Paris survive, if he 

doesn't?  

 

Revenge 

What happens to a werewolf on a lunar eclipse? Well, one werewolf in particular.  The follow on from 

Reasons.  Gabby and Bg sort out a few differences between them. 

 

Reasons 

Everything happens for a reason, right? And everybody's got their reasons for doing what they do, right? So 

explain to me, Breukelen Girl, why an Alpha female werewolf hates my guts enough to try and kill me. 

This is the story of what happens when two female werewolves, one Alpha - and one Beta - from differing 

packs, do not get along and animosity grows into hatred and hatred becomes, an action that in unavoidable. 

For either werewolf.  

 

Of Wolf and Male  

My love life is complicated. Because I’m a Werewolf. I broke up with my boyfriend, he’s from the same 

pack as me. He doesn’t appreciate me going out with an Alpha male from another New York Pack. Males, 

wolves, I swear they’re all the same. They just want to claim something as they’re own. Namely me.  

Two male werewolves, one beta, one alpha and one female. An ex boyfriend, a new boyfriend, two different 

packs. Somehow all the trouble that involves the female wolf at the center of their interest, comes down to 

who slept with her first. Who she has given her virginity to. 



It'd shock both male wolves if they found out it was neither one of them. 

 

Lycan La Vida Loca 

My love life is complicated. Because I'm a werewolf. I think it's always been complicated. In part due to my 

first serious romance. Because he's my alpha pack mate's friend. My pack mate doesn’t know this. To make 

matters trickier, my first true love is a lycan. Werewolves look down on lycans. So how would my pack mate 

look at me, if he knew I'd given my virginity to a lycan?  

Werewolves do not like to think of lycans as equals to them. So to fall in love with a lycan would be 

considered bad for a werewolf like Breukelen Girl. But to fall in love and then make love to a lycan, would 

be considered the worst thing a werewolf could do.  

Especially for a werewolf like Breukelen Girl, from the leading pack family in Brooklyn, New York. 

 

Perception 

Werewolves are attacking humans in Brooklyn New York.  Leaving two survivors devastated and near 

death’s door to face forever becoming lycans, Bg knows she can help the affected males.  

With an over protective father and pack leader, a concerned family smothering her with love and restriction, 

Bg finds herself wanting to help the Lycan - Booker, fit into a werewolf run world. 

As an attraction flares between Bg and Booker Parish, and as much as Bg knows that in her werewolf culture 

lycans are not welcomed, she can’t resist pursuing something everyone tells her is wrong, when it feels right. 

 

Growing up Werewolf 

Growing up in the Breukelen Werewolf pack leading family is difficult enough when you’re siblings are 

more badass, and hardcore and older than you.   

Bg prepares herself for her first shape shift, her werewolf right of passage to finally become what she has 

always longed to be, a pack werewolf.   

The thing with a first time is it’s always the time you remember the most. The one thing you carry with you 

always in the back of your mind.  Bg Sommers thought she knew what to expect, with her first shape shift, 

she’d heard all the stories, including the horror stories.  

She just didn’t think she’d become one, when she became a werewolf. 

 

You can find out more about Breukelen Girl– A Werewolf Blog in Brooklyn Blog: 

http://altijdbreukelen.wordpress.com  

Follow on Twitter: breukelen_girl  

Like on Facebook: A Werewolf Blog in Brooklyn 

Email: breukelenwolf@gmail.com 
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